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Allegro moderato
Andante con moto
Rondo (Vivace)

Beethoven gave the first performance in Vienna on
22nd December 1808, his last public appearance as
a pianist. With drama on his mind (from his opera
Fidelio), Beethoven gave the Fourth Piano Concerto an
unusually dramatic twist.
The engagement of Beethoven’s younger brother,
Carl, to Johanna Reiss (the pair married on 25th May
1806, by which time Johanna was already five months
pregnant with Karl, who was to be Beethoven’s only
nephew) deeply distressed Beethoven, who not only
saw the break-up of the previously close relationship
he had had with his brother but also the loss of his
efficient secretary: Carl had performed this role
but it was not considered appropriate for a married
man to undertake such duties. In a bid to alleviate
his anger and frustration he turned his energies
towards composition, turning out a veritable crop of
masterpieces (“almost one major work per month
in the latter part of the year”, according to Barry
Cooper) which included the Fourth Symphony, the
"Razumovsky" string quartets, the 32 Piano Variations,
the Violin Concerto and the Fourth Piano Concerto.
He gave the first performance in Vienna on 22nd
December 1808, his last public appearance as a pianist.
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He had begun the Concerto the previous year while
wrestling with the problems he faced in completing his
opera, Fidelio, and it might be said that, with drama on
his mind, Beethoven gave the Fourth Piano Concerto
an unusually dramatic twist. To quote the oncestandard reference book for students of 19th century

music, Charles Rosen’s The Classical Style, “The most
important fact about the concerto form is that the
audience waits for the soloist to enter, and when he
stops playing they wait for him to begin again.” If that
was the case with audiences in Beethoven’s time, they
were in for a shock, for it is the soloist who actually
starts the Concerto (first movement), an innovative
gesture which had never previously been attempted
by a major composer of concertos. More than that, the
pianist’s entry is quiet and subdued, almost prayerful,
and when the orchestra does start, it suddenly changes
key giving the music a strange and distant feel.
Drama is at the fore of the second movement too.
In 1842 Beethoven’s pupil, Carl Czerny, wrote a
guide – On the Correct Way of Performing All Beethoven’s
Piano Works – suggesting that in this movement “one
cannot help thinking of an antique dramatic and tragic
scene, and the player must feel with what movingly
lamenting expression his solo must be played in order
to contrast with the powerful and austere orchestral
passages.” Possibly it was inspired by a picture
Beethoven had seen of the mythical Niobe, the Queen
of Thebes and wife of the great musician Amphion,
grieving over the bodies of her 12 children slaughtered
by the Greek Gods Apollo and Artemis. (They had slain
Niobe’s children in revenge for her demanding that her
subjects worship her as a Goddess. She was eventually
turned into a pillar of stone on Greece’s Mount
Sypilos which is said to be forever wet with her tears.)
Whatever the inspiration behind it, the movement
features calm, reflective ideas from the piano
countered by stern admonitions from the orchestra.
The final dramatic twist coming at the very end of the
movement when, in yet another break with traditional
concerto practice, Beethoven suddenly lurched into the
charming and utterly civilized finale (third movement)
without even so much as a break.
BY DR MARC ROCHESTER

INSTRUMENTATION
One flute, two oboes, two
clarinets, two bassoons, two
horns, two trumpets, timpani
and strings.
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Part I –
Part II –
Part III

Daphnis et Chloé is Ravel’s longest single
composition – and Stravinsky described it as “one of
the most beautiful products in all of French music.”
Scored for large orchestra with no less than 15 different
percussion instruments, as well as a chorus, Ravel
described it as “a choreographic symphony in three
movements”.
In the wake of the success of the Russian cultural
delegation at the 1889 World Exposition in Paris, the
great Russian impresario, Serge Diaghilev, founded a
dance troupe based in the city, the Ballets Russes. After
their sensational 1908 début, Diaghilev commissioned
new ballet scores from a number of Russian and French
composers, and asked Ravel for one based on the
pastoral romance, Daphnis et Chloé, by the third century
Greek writer, Longus. Diaghilev invited Mikhail Fokine
to choreograph the new work but, as Ravel wrote,
working alongside Fokine had its problems: “Fokine
doesn’t know a word of French and I only know how
to swear in Russian.” Further difficulties arose in the
winter of 1909-10, when the River Seine flooded and
much of Paris lay underwater. On top of all this Ravel
fundamentally disagreed with both Fokine and the
ballet’s designer, Léon Bakst, the net result being the
work running way behind schedule to the extent that
Diaghilev seriously considered cancelling the entire
project. But it was finished just in time for the première
in the Théâtre du Châtelet in Paris on 8th June 1912,
with Pierre Monteux conducting and Vaslav Nijinsky
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and Thamara Karsavina in the title roles. It was not a
success - the dancers had found Ravel’s music difficult
in rehearsal with the result that the performance was
clearly under-prepared – and about the kindest thing
the critics wrote was that “we would like to hear
the work again as the entire production was one of
deplorable confusion.”
Expecting failure on the ballet stage, Ravel had
extracted two orchestral suites from the complete
score for concert use, and these have, indeed, become
very popular. But the complete score (as heard in
today’s concert) is widely regarded as a masterpiece –
it is Ravel’s longest single composition – and Stravinsky
(whose scores for Diaghilev were hugely successful)
described it as “one of the most beautiful products in
all of French music.”
Scored for large orchestra with no less than 15 different
percussion instruments, as well as a chorus, Ravel
described it as “a choreographic symphony in three
movements” and described each section in detail:
PART I

“A meadow at the edge of a sacred wood. In the
background, hills. To the right, a grotto, at the entrance
of which, hewn out of the rock, is an antique sculpture
of three Nymphs. Somewhat towards the background,
to the left, a large rock vaguely resembles the form of
the god Pan. In the background sheep are grazing. A
bright spring afternoon. When the curtain rises, the
stage is empty. Introduction and Religious Dance.
Youths and girls enter carrying gifts for the nymphs.
They bow before the altar and the girls drape the
pedestals with garlands. In the far background Daphnis
is seen following his flock. Chloé joins him. They
proceed to the altar and bow down before the nymphs.
The girls entice Daphnis and dance around him. Chloé
feels the first twinges of jealousy. At that moment she
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is swept into the dance of the youths. The cowherd
Dorcon proves to be especially bold. General Dance.
At the end of the dance Dorcon tries to kiss Chloé. She
innocently offers her cheek, but Daphnis pushes aside
the cowherd and approaches Chloé affectionately. The
youths position themselves in front of Chloé and gently
lead Daphnis away. One of them proposes a dance
contest between Daphnis and Dorcon. A kiss from
Chloé will be the victor's prize. Dorcon's grotesque
dance. The group sarcastically imitates the clumsy
movements of the cowherd who ends his dance in the
midst of general laughter. Daphnis' graceful dance.
Everyone invites Daphnis to accept his reward. Dorcon
comes forward as well but is chased off by the group,
accompanied by loud laughter. The laughter ceases at
the sight of the radiant group formed by the embracing
Daphnis and Chloé. The group withdraws with Chloé
while Daphnis remains immobile, as if in ecstasy. Then
he lies face down in the grass. Lyceion enters. She
notices the young shepherd, approaches, and raises his
head, placing her hands over his eyes. Daphnis thinks
this is Chloé but then recognizes Lyceion and tries to
pull away. Lyceion dances. As though inadvertently,
she drops one of her veils. Daphnis picks it up and
places it back on her shoulders. She ironically resumes
her dance, which becomes steadily more animated.
Another veil slips to the ground, and is again retrieved
by Daphnis. Lyceion runs off mocking him, leaving
the young shepherd very disturbed. Warlike sounds
are heard. In the middle ground, women run across
the stage, pursued by pirates. Daphnis thinks of
Chloé, perhaps in danger, and runs off to save her.
Chloé hastens on in panic seeking shelter. She throws
herself before the altar of the nymphs beseeching
their protection. A group of brigands bursts onstage,
sees Chloé, and carries her off. Daphnis enters and
discovers a sandal that Chloé lost in the struggle.
In despair he curses the deities who were unable
to protect the girl, and collapses at the entrance of
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the grotto. Nocturne. An unreal light suffuses the
landscape. A little glow shines suddenly from the
head of one of the statues. A nymph comes to life and
descends from her pedestal followed by a second and
then a third. They consult together and begin a slow
and mysterious dance. They notice Daphnis. They bend
down, dry his tears, revive him and lead him to a large
rock. They invoke the god Pan. Gradually the form of
the god is outlined. The stage goes dark.”
PART II

Introduction. “The pirate camp set in a very rugged
stretch of coast. A ship is seen near the shore and
pirates are running to and fro carrying plunder. Pirates’
Dance. More torches are lit, which illuminate the scene
violently. Bryaxis commands that the captives be
brought. Chloé, her hands tied, is led in and ordered to
dance. Chloé's dance of supplication. She tries to flee
but is brought back violently and resumes her dance.
Again she tries to escape. Again she is brought back.
She abandons herself to despair, thinking of Daphnis,
and implores Bryaxis not to take her away. But he
carries her off triumphantly. Suddenly the atmosphere
is strangely charged. In various places little flames
flare up, fantastic beings crawl or leap here and there,
and Satyrs appear from every side and surround the
brigands. The earth opens. The fearsome shadow of
Pan is outlined on the hills in the background, making a
threatening gesture. Everyone flees in horror.”
PART III

“The scene returns to the opening, now at night. No
sound but the murmur of rivulets produced by the dew
that trickles from the rocks. Daphnis is still stretched
out before the grotto of the nymphs. Gradually, the
day breaks. Sunrise. The songs of birds are heard.
In the distance a shepherd passes by with his flock.
Another shepherd crosses in the background. A group
of herdsmen enters looking for Daphnis and Chloé.
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They discover Daphnis and wake him. Anxiously he
looks around for Chloé. She appears at last, surrounded
by shepherdesses. They throw themselves into each
other’s arms. Daphnis notices Chloé’s wreath. His
dream was a prophetic vision. The intervention of Pan
is manifest. The old shepherd Lammon explains that,
if Pan has saved Chloé, it is in memory of the nymph
Syrinx, whom the god once loved. Daphnis and Chloé
mime the tale of Pan and Syrinx. Pantomime. Chloé
plays the young nymph wandering in the meadow.
Daphnis as Pan appears and declares his love. The
nymph rebuffs him. The god becomes more insistent.
She disappears into the reeds. In despair, he picks
several stalks to form a flute and plays a melancholy
air. Chloé reappears and interprets in her dance
the accents of the flute. The dance becomes more
animated and, in the end, Chloé falls into Daphnis'
arms. Before the altar of the nymphs he pledges his
love, offering two sheep. A group of girls enters shaking
tambourines and Daphnis and Chloé embrace tenderly.
A group of youths rushes onstage and all join in the
General Dance.”
BY DR MARC ROCHESTER

INSTRUMENTATION
Four flutes (one doubling
piccolo), three oboes (one
doubling cor anglais), four
clarinets (one doubling bass
clarinet), four bassoon (one
doubling contra bassoon), four
horns, four trumpets, three
trombones, one tuba, timpani,
percussion, two harps, celesta
and strings.
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Named as “one of the leading conductors of his
generation”, Carlo Rizzi has appeared with the
greatest orchestras of the world including the Vienna
Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony, Philadelphia
Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic, London
Symphony, London Philharmonic, Philharmonia
Orchestra of London and Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, as well as Orchestre National de France,
Orchestra of La Scala, Milan, and NHK Symphony
Orchestra Tokyo to name a few. Rizzi frequently
conducts in the finest opera houses of the world,
including La Scala, Metropolitan Opera, Royal Opera
House, Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie as well as Zurich
Opera, Opéra National de France Bastille, and Dutch
National Opera.
Carlo Rizzi has held the post of Music Director of
Welsh National Opera twice – from 2004 to 2008 and
1992 to 2001. During his directorship the Orchestra
won many accolades including an award from the
Royal Philharmonic Society.
Rizzi continues his close association with the Orchestra
of La Monnaie Brussels and since 1996, he has been
a regular guest at the Edinburgh Festival. During the
2013/14 season, Rizzi conducts a new production of La
bohème with Canadian Opera Company followed by La
fanciulla del West at Opéra National de Paris Bastille,
Lucia di Lammermoor at Dutch National Opera and
Rigoletto at Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie in Brussels.
He has recorded several operas, such as Rigoletto and
Faust. Deutsche Grammophon issued a recording and
DVD of his La traviata from the Salzburg Festival in
2005. He has also recorded for Teldec, EMI, Philips,
Sony, Decca and several others.
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Born in Lvov, Poland, Emanuel Ax captured public
attention in 1974 when he won the first Arthur
Rubinstein International Piano Competition in Tel Aviv.
In 1975 he won the Michaels Award of Young Concert
Artists, followed four years later by the coveted Avery
Fisher Prize.
The 2013/14 season begins with appearances at the
Barbican Centre followed by Lincoln Center with the
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Bernard
Haitink as well as collaborations with the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra and Mariss Jansons in
Amsterdam, Bucharest, China and Japan during their
world-wide 125th anniversary celebrations. The second
half of the season sees the realization of a project
inspired by Brahms which includes new pieces from
composers Missy Mazzoli, Nico Muhly, Brett Dean
and Anders Hillborg all producing works linked to
Brahms commissioned jointly between the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Cal Performances Berkeley, Chicago
Symphony and Carnegie Hall with the participation of
collaborators Anne Sofie von Otter and Yo-Yo Ma. To
conclude the season, he will travel to Australia for a
complete cycle of Beethoven concerti with incoming
Chief Conductor David Robertson in Sydney and with Sir
Andrew Davis in Melbourne.
A Sony Classical exclusive recording artist since 1987,
recent releases include a new recital disc of works from
Haydn to Schumann to Copland reflecting their different
uses of the “variation” concept. He has received
Grammy Awards for the second and third volumes of
his cycle of Haydn’s piano sonatas and has also made a
series of Grammy-winning recordings with Yo-Yo Ma of
the Beethoven and Brahms sonatas for cello and piano.
He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and holds honorary doctorates of music from
Yale and Columbia Universities.
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Philip Chu chorusmaster
ACCOMPANISTS

Shirley Ip principal keyboard
Ronald Cheung, Linda Yim freelance players
The Hong Kong Philharmonic Chorus was established
in 1980 and its first performance was Messiah. Since
then the Chorus has been collaborating with the
orchestra in various forms. Last year, the Hong Kong
Philharmonic Chorus resumed recruiting members,
attracting over 450 people who applied for audition.
Its first performance after reforming was Handel’s
Messiah. In November 2014, the chorus worked with
Lorin Maazel to perform Britten’s War Requiem. The
ladies of the chorus will close the season with works by
Mendelssohn. In 2014/15 season, the chorus will sing
to mark the 25th anniversary of the Hong Kong Cultural
Centre, conducted by Lorin Maazel, and will also
perform Haydn’s Creation.

Born in Hong Kong, Philip Chu completed a Master’s degree
in conducting at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, under
the tutelage of Imre Pallo. Chu has taken on roles such as
assistant chorusmaster at Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, music
director/conductor of Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and
Choir, 2MBS ensemble Ambrosia, and Eminence Symphony
Orchestra. He has been guest/assistant conductor for
Australian Brandenburg Orchestra, Cantillation, Sydney
Philharmonic Choirs, Sydney Youth Orchestra, and Sydney
Chamber Choir amongst others. In 2009, Chu made his debut
with the Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra as well as performing
in the Sydney Entertainment Centre with Eminence
Symphony Orchestra amongst other performances in
Australia and overseas.
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Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Au Yeung See-kee Suki
Petra Bach
Canny Chan
Claudia Chan
Chan Ka-yue Lovey
Chan Katie Kit-ming
Chan Man-fan Fanny
Chan Nga-man
Chan Pui-ying Katherine
Chan Yik-man
Chan Yuet-wah Flonz
Connie Cheng
Cora Cheung
Cheung Hiu-ling Esther
Cheung Yuk-yu Jasmine
Grace Chiang
Choi Ka-chi Brigitte
Chung Sui-yi Ashley
Vivien Fok
Fung Kam-sum Mary
Ho Ching-yin Sandy
Flavia Ho
Ho Ka-man
Jocelyn Hui
Ip Wai-man Vivian
Khaw Mei-ling
Vivian Ko
Kwok Chun-yi Jenny
Etta Kwok
Lai Ka-man Amy
Lai Wan-ling Pierra
Lau Antonia Joyce
Vivien Lau
Connie Law
Law Jessica Yun-pui
Lee Wing-yan Sharon
Candace Leung
Leung Ka-yi
Leung Shuk-ting
Leung Uk-wing Kylie
Beatrice Lin
Liu Oi-ming Amanda
Lowe Hoh Wai-wan Vivien
Christie Luk
Ma Sheung-ki Avis
Man Che-on
Ann Mok
Ng Man-gee Florence
Ng Wendy Wing-nga
Sincere To
Too Sin-lam Elsa
Winnie Tse
Wong Wai-hing Dorothy
Wong Yuen-mei Mylthie
Wu Man-lo Linda
Wu Sui-sin Vicki
Yau Sze-wing Ivy
Yeung Chi-fong Julia
Yeung Shut-kwan Shirley
Frances Yip
Yiu Ching-kan Christine

Fiona Chan
Frendie Chan
Kitty Chew
Chin Wai-ling Amanda
Chiu Yan-lok
Angela Chu
Ding Hoi-kan Ruby
Fu Wai-ping Elcos
Fung Tak-sum Wendy
Lovina Hui
Ip Chi-wa Christy
Ip Tak-wan Sandy
Helen Jim
Helen Lam
Leung Chung-yin Clara
Leung Kwan-ngan Karen
Rita Leung
Veronica Leung
Li Cheuk-ting Cherie
Li Man-yan
Stephanie Liu
Ma Yee-ting Bernice
Mo Yung Ka-ying Karen
Ng Ching-yan Venus
Karen Or
Mary Paciello
Margaret Sang
Ruth Tam
Cherry Tong
Wong Cho-wing Ingrid
Wong Lok-yee Elsie
Wong San-san Sandy
Esther Wu
Ying Ka-yi

Chan Shun-kit Keith
Cheung Hei-man Canis
Chuen Wah-shing Peter
Fong Ho-wah Kenny
Kwok Man-ho Eric
Lau Chi-shing Harry
Lee Chun-yue Stanley
Ma Hon-lam Abiel
Pang Chun-fai Joe
Poon Kit-sang Anthony
Edmond So
Tang Ho-fung
Wong Chi-lok
Wong Ka-chun Anthony
Wong Kar-ho Toby
Wong Wing-kwok Keith
David Yip

Bass
Chau Kin-wai Lester
Cheung Ka-sang Artus
Chiu Ka-yan Francis
Chow Bing-shui Kevin
Pascal de Gaulle
Fung Kin-shing Patrick
Sam Hilton
Brian Lai
Lam Kwok-ho
Lam Sai-cheung
George Law
Leung Ho-hin
Leung Ling-yin Gary
Leung Shun-kei
Lui To Tony
Ng Tsz-him Dennis
Shum Pok-man Ximple
Sing Yiu-wah
William Sit
Tang Pak-yau Jason
Wong Chun-kwok
Wong Chun-wai Savio
Yam Yee-kwan David
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The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is a vital
part of Hong Kong’s cultural life, as the city’s largest
and busiest musical organisation. In 2013/14 the HK
Phil celebrates its 40th professional season, but its
roots are well over a century old. The HK Phil has
now evolved to become an orchestral powerhouse in
the region, and an acclaimed cultural centrepiece of
Asia’s World City.
The HK Phil is formed on the belief that a great city
deserves a great orchestra. Annually it presents over
150 concerts for 200,000 music lovers. Featuring
an enviable roster of international conductors and
soloists, the HK Phil performs a broad variety of
music, with many concerts presented free, among
them the annual Swire Symphony Under The Stars.
Through its acclaimed education programme, over
40,000 young people learned about orchestral music
last year.
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The Swire Group Charitable Trust has been the
Principal Patron of the HK Phil since 2006. Swire’s
enlightened support, the most generous in the
orchestra’s history, continues to enable the orchestra
to reach towards high artistic goals.
The HK Phil’s members come from every corner of the
globe, joining its strong core of Hong Kong musicians.
In September 2012, Jaap van Zweden became the
orchestra’s Music Director. Future years will see
an ambitious series of new projects, with major
international tours, renewed local partnerships, and
large-scale concert events. The HK Phil has recently
commenced a multi-CD recording project for Naxos,
featuring works by Chinese composers.

The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is financially supported by the Government of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
SWIRE is the Principal Patron of the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is a Venue Partner of the Hong Kong Cultural Centre
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